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Upper lip tie and breastfeeding: a
systematic review – Breastfeeding
Medicine

Chronic Disease Prevention

*Gestational weight gain, physical activity,
sleep problems, substance use, and food
intake as proximal risk factors of stress
and depressive symptoms during
pregnancy – BMC Pregnancy and
Childbirth

Interventions promoting active transport to
school in children: a systematic review and
meta-analysis – Preventive Medicine

The association between advanced
maternal age and macrosomia: a metaanalysis – Childhood Obesity
*Understanding the experiences,
perspectives and values of indigenous
women around smoking cessation in
pregnancy: systematic review and
thematic synthesis of qualitative studies –
International Journal of Equity in Health
The effects of community pharmacy
delivered public health interventions on
population health and health inequalities:
a review of reviews – Preventive Medicine
*Scoping review of the impacts of urban
agriculture on the determinants of health
– BMC Public Health
*Shelter capacity report 2018 –
Government of Canada

Impact of legislation on youth indoor
tanning behavior: a systematic review –
Preventive Medicine
The effects of dietary mobile apps on
nutritional outcomes in adults with chronic
diseases: a systematic review and metaanalysis – Journal of the Academy of
Nutrition and Dietetics
*Effectiveness of interventions and
behaviour change techniques for improving
dietary intake in young adults: a systematic
review and meta-analysis of RCTs –
Nutrients
Are oral fluid testing devices effective for
the roadside detection of recent cannabis
use? A systematic review – Public Health

Substance Abuse /
Tobacco Use

Health Equity / SDoH

Reproductive / Sexual Health

Cannabis abuse or dependence during
pregnancy: a population-based study on
12 million births – JOGC

Flavored tobacco use is associated with
dual and poly tobacco use among
adolescents– Addictive Behaviors
Association between tobacco smoking and
opioid use: a meta-analysis – Addictive
Behaviors
*The range and magnitude of alcohol’s
harm to others: a report delivered to the
Five Nations Health Improvement Network
– Public Health England

